Improved estimation of myelin water fraction using complex model fitting.
In gradient echo (GRE) imaging, three compartment water modeling (myelin water, axonal water and extracellular water) in white matter has been demonstrated to show different frequency shifts that depend on the relative orientation of fibers and the B0 field. This finding suggests that in GRE-based myelin water imaging, a signal model may need to incorporate frequency offset terms and become a complex-valued model. In the current study, three different signal models and fitting approaches (a magnitude model fitted to magnitude data, a complex model fitted to magnitude data, and a complex model fitted to complex data) were investigated to address the reliability of each model in the estimation of the myelin water signal. For the complex model fitted to complex data, a new fitting approach that does not require background phase removal was proposed. When the three models were compared, the results from the new complex model fitting showed the most stable parameter estimation.